
GO! Cuddle Me Koala Cinch Bag
Use this versatile cinch bag to carry your books and supplies to school!

©2018 AccuQuilt CODE: PQ11557

Additional Supplies

Matching Thread,

Sewing Machine

7/8” Grosgrain Ribbon

6” Length

Iron

Ironing Board

1/4” Cording

2—60” Pieces

Fabric List

Black

6” x 8”
White

2” x 3”

Dark Gray

6” x 9”
Medium Gray

5” x 5”

Green

6” x 6”
Brown

2-1/2” x 8-1/2”

Fusible

1/2 yardFS
Green Dot

1/2 yard

Dies Used

DIE 1

GO! Owl
55333

DIE 2

GO! Owl Accessories
55675 (included with GO! Me)

Note: Apply Fusible web to the wrong side of asterisked fabrics before cutting applique shapes.
Dark Gray Fabric*

Cut 1—4-1/2” x 5” rectangle. Using the GO! Owl, lay rectangle on owl body and cut 1 owl body
(koala body). 

Cut 2—1-3/4” square. Using the GO! Owl, lay squares on the 1-7/16“ circle and cut 2 large circles
(koala ears).

Medium Gray Fabric*

Cut 4—1-3/4” squares. Using the GO! Owl, lay squares on the 1-7/16“ circle and cut 4 large circles
(koala feet).

Cutting Directions

GlueStraight Pins Safety Pin Pencil

Finished Size: 12” x 17-1/2”

Tearaway Stabilizer (opt.)

8” x 12”TS
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Black Fabric*

Cut 1—1-3/4” square. Using the GO! Owl, lay squares on the 1-7/16” circle and cut 1 large circle
(koala nose).

Cut 10—1” squares. Using the GO! Owl, lay squares on the 1/2” circle and cut 10 small circles
(dots on feet).

Cut 2—1” squares. Using the GO! Owl, lay squares on the owl beak and cut 2 owl beaks (ear accents).

White Fabric*

Cut 2—1” squares. Using the GO! Owl, lay squares on the 1/2” circle and cut 2 small circles
(koala eyes).

Brown Fabric*

Cut 1—1” squares. Using the GO! Owl, lay squares on the 1/2” circle and cut 1 small circle (koala nose).

Cut 1—1-1/2” x 6” rectangle. Using the GO! Owl Accessories, lay rectangle on the branch and cut 1 branch.

Green Fabric*

Cut 6—1-1/2” x 2-1/2” rectangles. Using the GO! Owl, lay rectangles on the wing and cut 8 wings (leaves).

1. Cut cinch bag Green Dot fabric to 14” x 38”. Fold in half and crease the bottom. Open the fabric and   
 lay �at right side up. Position the appliqué pieces (to make the Koala Bear) starting approximately    
4" above the crease. Following the manufacturer’s instructions, fuse the appliqué pieces to the    
cinch bag (Diagram A).

2. Use matching thread and a machine or hand blanket stitch to stitch around all the appliqué pieces    
using thread to match the patches/shapes. If you're using a machine blanket stitch, it's helpful to    
pin tear-away stabilizer to the back before stitching.

3. Lay the cinch bag �at, wrong side up. Fold each long edge under 1/4” and sew close to the edges    
from top to bottom (Diagram B).

4. Lay the cinch bag �at and, using the pencil, draw a small mark on the wrong side 2-1/2” down from   
 each end on both sides and a mark 1" above the fold on one side (Diagram C).

5. Cut the grosgrain ribbon into 2—2-1/2” long pieces and fold in half. With raw edges toward the cinch   
bag edge, pin 1 ribbon above the 1” mark on the right side edge of the fabric and one ribbon above    
the 1” mark on the left side edge (Diagram D).

Sewing Directions
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6. Fold the cinch bag in half, right sides together. Sew each side with a 1/2” seam allowance starting    
at the 2 1/2" mark and sewing all the way to the bottom. Carefully trim a little triangle o� the bottom   
(in the seam allowance). This will eliminate bulk when turning the cinch bag right side out
 (Diagram E). Tip: Backstitch at top and bottom of seams.

7. Turn the cinch bag right side out and press. 

8. To make the drawstring pockets, �rst fold the unsewn sides in 1/2” (fold to the seam line) and    
press. Next fold the top of the front and back down 1/2“ and press. Fold top again 1” to the 2 1/2”    
mark (this is where the side seams end). Sew close to the folded edge and sew all the way across    
the front and back (backstitching at each end) to create 2 pockets for the cording (Diagram F).

9. The cording tends to fray at the ends, so it’s helpful to dip the ends in glue or apply Fray Check to    
the ends. Another option is to wrap the ends with clear tape. Now it's time to add the cording.    
Attach a safety pin to one end of a piece of cording. Lay the cinch bag �at. Use the safety pin to    
thread the cording through the drawstring pocket starting at the left side of the front of the cinch    
bag. After threading the cording through the front, continue to the back starting at the right side and   
thread all the way through the back to the left side. Remove the safety pin. Repeat with the other    
piece of cording, but this time start on the right side of the front. Thread to the left side and through    
the back going from left to right. You should have 2 cording ends on both sides of the cinch bag.    
Bring the 2 ends on the left down to the grosgrain ribbon loop on the left. Put one end in the loop    
and then tie a knot around both ends. Repeat on the right side (Diagram G). Tip: Wrap cording with    
masking tap on ends to make threading the cording easier.
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Diagram D

1” 1”

Diagram E

2½” 2½”

1”

Trim Trim

1”

Diagram F

2½”

1) Fold unsewn side seams
in ½” and press.

2) Fold top of front and back
down ½” and press.

2½”
3) Fold again to 2½” mark.
Press and sew across front

and back to form 2 pockets.
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Diagram G


